Microsoft Services is investing to make your business successful.

Security breaches make the news daily. A single breach can significantly damage a company’s reputation and finances. As cyberattacks grow in sophistication, so must the techniques and technologies to combat them.

The Microsoft Services Assessment and Planning for Windows 10 Adoption offer can speed implementation to enable industry-leading security, productivity, and mobility. This solution offers real results: Garment manufacturer Crystal Group went from concept to completion in under 24 hours.

Introducing the Assessment & Planning for Windows 10 Adoption offer

This solution helps explain the value that Windows 10 can bring to a customer, identify scenarios and systems to upgrade, and develop a customized deployment plan. Consultants support environment analysis as well as alignment of the Windows 10 deployment plan to customer business priorities. The included solution discovery workshops highlight Windows 10 enterprise platform features that may be especially beneficial to the customer.

Accelerate Windows 10 adoption

Microsoft is investing to make your business successful.
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Microsoft Services can help you accelerate your Windows 10 adoption.

Key deliverables:

Windows Analytics
Upgrade Readiness
enabling continuous telemetry-based analysis of Windows 7 and later systems to aid upgrades to new Windows versions.

A deployment acceleration plan that identifies both systems ready to upgrade and those requiring additional attention, guiding you through the Windows 10 adoption process.

A business estimate to help you plan, design, and perform the upgrade of one or more specified systems, including infrastructure.

Assessment & Planning for Windows 10 Adoption benefits

- **Decreased time to value**
  Readily available solutions from Microsoft Services help to accelerate your Windows 10 deployment.

- **Lowered total cost of ownership**
  Access mass computing power without the overhead of building up and maintaining an on-premises infrastructure.

- **Increased user adoption**
  Your people can transition to the Windows 10 platform, embracing change efficiently and smoothly.

- **Faster business transformation**
  Benefit from Microsoft Services’ unparalleled experience in the Microsoft ecosystem and put your investment to work for you, sooner.

Next steps

Following the Microsoft Services investment in your business, you can engage in a full-scale deployment from the planning stage to implementation and complete adoption.

Windows 10 Enterprise Deployment Foundations

Microsoft Services can help you simplify and streamline the variety and complexity of device and mobility needs into a common core with standardized, extensible feature and scalar modules. By adding this solution to your Windows 10 deployment strategy, you can:

- Clarify expectations
- Lower costs
- Improve quality and consistency
- Reduce planning time
- Accelerate implementation

Why Microsoft Services

Microsoft Services professionals have extensive industry experience deploying Microsoft devices and mobility solutions around the world. We use our singular proficiency to help you develop a strategy customized to meet your business goals and needs using a proven framework for success. We ensure successful platform deployment and adoption through a four phase sequence: assessment, remediation, enablement, and migration.

Sign up for the Assessment and Planning for Windows 10 Adoption and begin enhancing security in your digital workplace today.

For more information about consulting and support solutions from Microsoft, contact your Microsoft Services representative or visit [www.microsoft.com/services](http://www.microsoft.com/services)

Follow Us @MSServices